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Short Communication
First get to know what is a Cyborg? It’s an organism that has 

both organic (“natural” GOD made) and cybernetic (“machine” 
Electro-Mechanical Artificial and Man Made) parts engineered, 
implemented and cascaded in Human body for Biological  

 
medical assistance or to change ordinary human potentials, 
capacities and intelligence to super or ultra-power levels. In 
other words, when people become Cyborg, they’re part human 
and part machine. Below diagram clear the seen in depth.

Figure 1: Cyborg Intelligence.

In above Figure 1 (model I) split further Cyborg Intelligence 
into two domains as Medical Domain and Super Power Domain. 
The first domain Cybernetics organs are needful, but the second 
domain is completely desired of mankind to give exceptional 
abilities to body and mind. In medical domain now,adays 
designing and engineering in process to give next advanced 
level to Artificial limbs, joints, spinal, legs, fingers, hands, arms, 
etc either to replace disable natural organs or to support weak 
organs of human body. Where as in second Super Power domain 
its wish of mankind to convert their Natural organs with 
extra ordinary power, vision, intelligence, movements with 
implementing cybernetics organics like third back electronic 
eye at the back of head for back vision additional ability along 
with front natural and normal ability artificial legs to in reverse 
and forward direction and Brain-Computer Interfaces (BCI) 
for ultrahigh intelligence with coupling Natural Intelligence 

(NI God made) with Artificial Intelligence (AI Man made) etc. 
for successful Cyborg Technology implementation must need 
sophisticated and precise Bionic Engineering [1]. We can define 
term Bionic as “Its utility of Biological methods, function, 
procedures and system to interface or mimic electronically”. 
The term Bionic coined by Jack E. Steele in 1958.It’s very vast 
field to conduct good research on Bionic and Bionic Devices 
Interfacing for the enhancement of Medical Robotics. For 
Bionic system engineering excellent tradeoff of Biological and 
Electronics system required and can be obtain with linking 
of Artificial Neural Schemas with Biological Neural schemas 
[2,3]. As per my strong research area in “Bionic Brain” since 
last seven years I must say this is the only field of robotics 
which direct concerns to medical betterment. With worked 
on “Neuron- Command Operating Devices” where seen under 
gone through several excellent references which can be used 
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by young researcher as to review and resume their research 
in the field. Using NCOD several artificial parts can be synch 
with Biological parts and work coordinative for proper body 
functioning, gestures, postures, movements and interpretation. 
Using this facility not only part can replace but also additional 
parts can be implemented to give human ultra-intelligence 
facilities like Bionic eyes, ear, and additional artificial brain 
modules. Cyborg is another possibility in Medical as well 
as super artificial power domains [4]. Cyborg “Cybernetic 
organism” is a being with both organic and Biomechatronic 
body parts using which human can increase their power in all 
means and branch of study is “Cyborgology” [5].

Conclusion
With the help of this short communication I tried 

to understand what engineering parameters and steps 
are important and where haveto change from routine AI 
engineering for Cyborg technology implementation in Medical 
and Super power domains with discussing.
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